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The world faces a climate emergency – but cities offer national governments a solution. 
Rising temperatures are already causing serious loss of life and threatening vital 
ecosystems. Further increases pose an existential threat to entire cities and countries. 
The battle for the planet will be won or lost in cities. Over half the world’s population 
lives in urban areas, which produce 80% of gross domestic product and three quarters 
of carbon emissions from final energy use.1 And the share of people, economic activity 
and emissions in cities is growing rapidly, especially in Africa and Asia. 

This report shows that a carefully managed transition to zero-carbon, climate-resilient 
cities could help secure national economic prosperity and improve quality of life while 
tackling the climate crisis. Science tells us that to keep global temperatures from rising 
by more than 1.5°C, cities have to achieve net-zero emissions by mid-century.2 New 
analysis conducted for this report shows that greenhouse gas emissions from cities 
can be reduced by almost 90% by 2050 using technically feasible, widely available 
mitigation measures. If designed and delivered with care, these measures could also 
address urgent political priorities, including choking air pollution, chronic traffic 
congestion, poor services and lost productivity. The bundle of investments would 
collectively generate an economic return worth US$23.9 trillion in today’s terms. The 
leading countries of tomorrow will be those whose cities can successfully make an 
equitable and sustainable transition to a new urban economy.

Thriving cities make prosperous countries.

This report, a collaborative effort of more than 50 
organisations brought together by the Coalition for Urban 
Transitions, outlines the immense social and economic 
benefits of creating compact, connected and clean cities 
with net-zero emissions, and presents a clear six-part 
action plan for national governments around the world.

Zero-carbon cities offer a powerful lever to secure economic 
prosperity and boost living standards across a country –  
all while tackling the climate crisis. City governments cannot 
realise this opportunity alone. National governments have 
unique and crucial roles to play.
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Fewer than two in five countries have an 
explicit national strategy for cities, and only 
a handful of these speak meaningfully to  
both climate action and human development

Action by city governments is critical, but on its own, it cannot achieve this goal. 
There has been a groundswell of local-level climate action in recent decades. City 
governments have shown particular leadership: nearly 10,000 cities and local 
governments worldwide have committed to set emission reduction targets and prepare 
strategic plans to deliver on them.3 However, even the largest and most empowered city 
governments can deliver only a fraction of their mitigation potential unilaterally.4 

National governments have unique and crucial roles to play in nurturing zero-carbon, 
climate-resilient cities. Many national and state policies are explicitly urban-focused, 
such as the design of spatial planning guidelines and the drawing of municipal 
boundaries. Many more, though not urban-specific, hugely influence the performance 
of cities, such as national energy, tax and transport policies. In addition, funding and 
financing mobilised by national and state governments is crucial for cities, particularly 
for large infrastructure projects. The future of cities therefore depends substantially 
on decisions made or support provided by higher levels of government. National 
governments formally recognised the importance of cities when they adopted the 11th 
Sustainable Development Goal (SDG11), which commits countries to “make cities and 
human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable”. Yet today, fewer than 
two in five countries have an explicit national strategy for cities,5 and only a handful of 
these speak meaningfully to both climate action and human development. Worldwide, 
only seven countries have both a National Urban Policy and a Nationally Determined 
Contribution that specifically address climate mitigation in cities (although many more 
make sectoral-based commitments to decarbonise buildings, energy, transport and 
waste).

Cities will change dramatically in the coming decades. Technological innovation 
is enabling new forms of service delivery and transforming the nature of work, but 
also displacing many jobs. Demographic changes, from falling fertility to ageing 
populations, are driving demand for new forms of housing and services. Economic 
turbulence and structural economic change are redirecting global trade and investment. 
And in Africa and Asia, the urban population is expected to grow by 2.5 billion over the 
next 30 years.6 Business-as-usual modes of development are not delivering a decent 
standard of living for most people. Nearly a billion urban residents live in slums without 
access to decent housing, clean drinking water or safe sanitation.7 Too many workers 
toil in unsafe conditions for less than a living wage. 

In Africa and Asia, the urban 
population is expected  
to grow by 2.5 billion people  
over the next 30 years
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TECHNICALLY FEASIBLE LOW-CARBON MEASURES COULD CUT EMISSIONS FROM URBAN 

AREAS BY ALMOST 90% BY 2050

INVESTMENTS REQUIRED TO REDUCE URBAN EMISSIONS

US$1.83 TRILLION (ABOUT 2%  
OF GLOBAL GDP) PER YEAR

US$2.80 TRILLION RETURN  
(PER YEAR) IN 2030

US$6.98 TRILLION RETURN  
(PER YEAR) IN 2050

58% BUILDINGS 21% TRANSPORT 16% MATERIALS 
EFFICIENCY

5% WASTE

At the same time, immediate action is necessary to tackle the climate crisis. The world is 
on track for average temperatures to increase to at least 3°C above pre-industrial levels 
by the end of the century.8 That would lead to more frequent and catastrophic weather 
events, ecosystem collapse and possibly several metres of sea-level rise.9 These impacts 
will fall disproportionately on the poor and disenfranchised, eroding the development 
gains of recent decades and making it impossible to eradicate poverty. To hold global 
warming to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels, carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions need to 
nearly halve by 2030 from 2010 levels and reach net-zero around 2050.10 As the major 
centres of production and consumption, what happens in cities in the next decade will 
be critically important to countries everywhere. National decision-makers can help put 
cities on a path to prosperity and resilience, or to decline and vulnerability. 

This report shows that greenhouse gas emissions in cities can be brought close to net-
zero using proven technologies and practices. It identifies a bundle of technically feasible 
low-carbon measures that could cut emissions from key urban sectors by almost 90% 
by 2050 (see Figure ES.1). In absolute terms, these savings are greater than the combined 
2014 energy-related emissions of the two largest emitters, China and the US.11 58% of 
these carbon savings come from the buildings sector, 21% from the transport sector, 
16% from materials efficiency and 5% from the waste sector. The investments required 
to reduce urban emissions would be US$1.83 trillion (about 2% of global GDP) per year,12 
but they would generate annual savings worth US$2.80 trillion in 2030 and US$6.98 
trillion in 2050. This yields a net present value of US$23.9 trillion.13 This estimate is 
conservative. With higher energy prices and faster technological learning rates, the net 
present value of these investments rises to US$38.19 trillion. These figures do not include 
wider benefits, such as long-run productivity gains or improved public health. 
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FIGURE ES.1. TECHNICALLY FEASIBLE POTENTIAL TO REDUCE GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS FROM 

CITIES BY 2050, BY SECTOR. 

Note: The reference scenario line reflects projected greenhouse gas emissions from urban buildings, materials, transport and waste without further action. 
The mitigation scenario line reflects projected greenhouse gas emissions from these sectors with ambitious deployment of selected low-carbon measures. 
The striped wedges reflect the mitigation potential achievable through decarbonisation of electricity. More aggressive deployment of low-carbon measures, 
behavioural changes and innovation will be required to mitigate the remaining emissions from urban buildings, transport, materials and solid waste.
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Proactive leadership from national governments and meaningful partnerships with 
other tiers of government are needed to seize this opportunity. Enabling policies and 
investments can stimulate climate action by the private and civic sectors. Over half of 
the abatement potential identified in this report comes from decarbonising electricity 
grids, which are typically overseen by national and provincial governments. Notably, 
over half of the total abatement potential is in urban areas with populations under 
750,000, which often lack the financial and technical resources of larger cities. Indeed, 
new analysis for this report finds that, worldwide, national and state governments have 
primary authority over 35% of urban mitigation potential (excluding decarbonisation of 
electricity), including from improved cement production processes and more stringent 
efficiency standards for appliances, lighting and vehicles. Local governments have 
primary authority or influence over 28%, including compact urban form, travel demand 
management and waste disposal. 37% of the identified mitigation potential depends on 
collaborative climate action among national, regional and local governments, including 
building codes, decentralised renewables and mass transit infrastructure. Bold national 
leadership is therefore needed to deliver these emission reductions and provide an 
enabling environment for local action.
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Zero-carbon cities will be places where people are healthier and more productive. 
The bundle of low-carbon measures identified in this report would make cities more 
compact, connected and clean (see Figure ES.2). It also offers an opportunity to eradicate 
poverty and improve living standards for all. In the future, people around the world 
could live in neighbourhoods where they can walk quickly and safely to work, school 
and parks, along quiet streets with plenty of places to meet and rest. Pedestrians 
and cyclists could enjoy protected sidewalks and paths lined with trees, shops and 
restaurants. Speed limits on the streets could be low enough that everyone feels safe 
crossing – even if they are elderly, disabled or pushing a pram. With steady foot traffic, 
local retailers and eateries would thrive. Well-maintained public transit could offer 
convenient and comfortable commutes, connecting every district so that people do not 
have to drive. The few vehicles on the streets could all be electric, quiet and pollution-
free. With much cleaner air in cities, asthma, allergies and other respiratory diseases 
would be far less common. It would be more pleasant inside homes and commercial 
buildings, with increased natural lighting, good ventilation, and material and design 
choices that limit the need for temperature control. Combined with rooftop solar panels 
and highly efficient heating and cooling systems, compact, connected and clean cities 
would sharply reduce costs for households and businesses. 

Case studies from around the world demonstrate that a rapid urban transition is 
possible. The vision presented here may seem far-fetched when millions of urban 
residents today live in deep poverty and degraded environments. Yet this report offers 
case studies from around the world – Medellín in Colombia, Copenhagen in Denmark, 
Indore in India, Seoul in Korea and Windhoek in Namibia – where national and local 
governments have worked together to profoundly improve the quality of life in cities 
within two or three decades. These examples show that the scale and pace of change 
required to achieve SDG11 and reach zero-carbon cities are both technically and 
politically feasible. 

Pursuing compact, connected and clean cities also offers a huge opportunity for 
national governments to achieve faster, fairer economic development. This report finds 
that governments in the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD) and BRIICS (Brazil, Russia, India, Indonesia, China and South Africa) countries 
collectively spend US$41.6 billion a year subsidising fossil fuel consumption in urban 
areas. These subsidies effectively incentivise costly urban sprawl, toxic air pollution, 
traffic injuries and dangerous climate change. New approaches are needed to foster 
thriving cities. Policies and markets are already changing to support a new, low-carbon 
economy. Countries that do not proactively manage this transition will face stranded 
assets and stranded workers as high-carbon systems become unaffordable or no longer 
comply with evolving regulations. 
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FIGURE ES.2. KEY ABATEMENT OPTIONS TO ACHIEVE ZERO-CARBON CITIES. 
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National governments that anticipate these structural trends and place zero-carbon 
cities at the heart of their long-term national development and climate strategies will 
secure four economic advantages:

It is cheaper to provide infrastructure and services in more compact, connected 
and clean cities. Less land, materials and energy are required to physically 
connect households and firms when they are closer together, and higher densities 
make infrastructure investments more economically feasible, from metro systems 
to district heating and cooling. Moreover, many low-carbon measures are now 
more economically attractive than their high-carbon counterparts. The bundle of 
low-carbon measures identified in this report represents a US$23.9 trillion 
opportunity; adopting all these low-carbon measures would also support the 
equivalent of 87 million jobs in 2030 (mostly from deep building efficiency 
improvements) and 45 million jobs in 2050 (mostly in the transport sector). 
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=10M PEOPLE

=1 PERSON

The world’s 26 wealthiest people own 
as many assets as the 3.8 billion people 
in the poorer half of the population

The productivity of workers and businesses is higher in larger, more densely 
populated cities, particularly those with good public transport networks. 
A recent review of over 300 studies on compactness finds that a 10% difference 
in the number of people living and working in an area is worth about US$182 per 
person a year from higher productivity and better access to jobs and services.14 

The transition to compact, connected and clean cities can build national 
capacity to both create and absorb innovations that will be critical for economic 
competitiveness in the future. This report finds that a 10% higher population 
density (measured by number of inhabitants per square kilometre) is associated 
with an additional 1.1% patents per 1,000 people in Europe and an additional  
1.9% in the US. Innovation in all its forms can have huge real-world impact. 
China, for instance, has supported its city governments to experiment with 
electric vehicles and charging infrastructure with impressive results: as of 2017, 
China was home to 40% of the world’s electric passenger cars and over 99% of 
the world’s electric buses.15

When these benefits are taken together, compact, connected and clean cities 
would offer countries a distinct competitive advantage as they seek to secure 
global talent and investment. Most countries seek to attract firms that produce 
tradeable goods and services. Because these firms can sell their products to a 
global market, they are not constrained by the size of local or regional markets. 
Firms and workers in these sectors are highly mobile, and are likely to be 
attracted to the direct cost savings, higher productivity and better quality of life 
associated with zero-carbon cities. 

However, the full promise of zero-carbon cities cannot 
be achieved without meaningful progress to eradicate 
poverty and reduce inequality. Every transition has some 
trade-offs, and reaching net-zero emissions will require 
profound social and cultural changes. Citizens need to be 
confident that they will be protected from any negative 
impacts and that they will truly benefit from new ways 
of living, consuming, travelling and producing. Building 
public support for such a transformation will be difficult 
if profound deprivation and inequality persist. Today, the 
world’s 26 wealthiest people own as many assets as the 
3.8 billion people in the poorer half of the population.16 
This means that a few (powerful) people have a vested 
interest in the status quo, while many (voting) people 
feel vulnerable and are thus apprehensive about radical 
change – even if everyone benefits from ambitious climate 
action in the not-too-distant future. To make the most of  
this opportunity, national governments need to put  
equity and inclusion at the top of their agendas. 
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IN 2015, OVER 710 MILLION PEOPLE 

LIVED IN COASTAL URBAN CENTRES 

AND QUASI-URBAN CLUSTERS LESS 

THAN 10 METRES ABOVE SEA LEVEL

10% OF THE LAND WITHIN 10 

METRES ABOVE SEA LEVEL 

IS ALREADY URBAN OR 

QUASI-URBAN, COMPARED 

WITH 2% ELSEWHERE 

STORM SURGE AND SEA LEVEL RISE ARE NOW OVERWHELMINGLY URBAN THREATS

=10M PEOPLE

IN LOW-LYING COUNTRIES SUCH AS 

THE NETHERLANDS, THAILAND 

AND VIET NAM, OVER HALF THE 

URBAN POPULATION LIVES IN 

COASTAL SETTLEMENTS LESS THAN 

10 METRES ABOVE SEA LEVEL 

Ambitious climate mitigation is no longer enough to secure national prosperity; 
investments in urban resilience will be essential to cope with inevitable climate change. 
Global temperatures are already 1°C above pre-industrial levels,17 and the impacts are 
clear. In the last few years, cities from Ahmedabad in India, to Melbourne in Australia, 
to Rome in Italy suffered heatwaves in which temperatures exceeded 40°C.18 Cities from 
Cape Town in South Africa, to Chennai in India, to São Paulo in Brazil have all but run 
out of water.19 Much higher temperature increases are likely,20 and consequently much 
more severe climate hazards. With their concentration of people, assets and economic 
activity, cities are hotspots of vulnerability. New analysis for this report finds that 710 
million people live in coastal urban and quasi-urban areas less than 10 metres above 
sea level; more than three quarters of them live in Asia. In low-lying countries such as 
the Netherlands, Thailand and Viet Nam, over half the urban population lives in coastal 
settlements less than 10 metres above sea level. Nearly 10% of the world’s land within 10 
metres above sea level is already urban or quasi-urban, compared with 2% elsewhere. 
This means that storm surges and sea-level rise are now overwhelmingly urban threats. 
Urban adaptation will be critical to minimise the devastation that climate change will 
wreak upon national economies and societies.

National governments have many opportunities to simultaneously support climate 
mitigation, adaptation and sustainable development in cities. For example, more 
compact cities can safeguard cultivated land and natural habitats around the urban 
periphery, protecting carbon stocks stored in biomass and soils. Avoiding land use 
change can also protect biodiversity and crucial ecosystem services such as pollination, 
soil formation and nutrient recycling. Sustaining oceanic and agricultural productivity 
is particularly important in the context of the climate crisis, which threatens to reduce 
yields from fish stocks and staple crops such as wheat, maize and rice.21 Despite the 
importance of managing urban expansion, sprawl is happening apace. New analysis 
for this report finds that, between 2000 and 2014, urban areas expanded by an amount 
roughly equivalent to two Sri Lankas. Two thirds of this urban expansion was in Asia, 
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and one fifth was in Africa, where millions of people depend on fishing, forestry and 
farming for their livelihoods. More sustainable urban development can therefore 
support and stimulate rural development as well.

This report presents six key priorities for actions that national governments should 
take to seize this opportunity. These priorities for national action (summarised in 
Figure ES.3) are grounded in three years of research and an extensive consultation 
process involving over 50 institutions: research institutes, networks of national and 
city governments, investors, infrastructure providers, strategic advisory companies, 
non-governmental organisations and social movements. The priorities for national 
action were tested with representatives of national and city governments to confirm 
their feasibility and relevance. The breadth of these recommendations reflects the 
interconnectedness and centrality of cities to wider national development, and the 
myriad ways in which they are influenced by national policies. 

Within each priority for national action, this report offers an array of measures to 
suit different contexts and recommendations for how to sequence them. National 
governments can realise the economic, social and environmental advantages of zero-
carbon cities in multiple ways. Some measures focus narrowly on urban and climate 
outcomes; others would create economy-wide conditions for a zero-carbon urban 
transition. Policy-makers can select specific instruments according to their national 
circumstances and development objectives. While not all options identified will be 
appropriate for every country, the toolbox as a whole has relevance to countries at all 
levels of development. 

The six priorities for national action are:

Develop an overarching strategy to deliver shared prosperity while 
reaching net-zero emissions – and place cities at its heart. Few national 
governments have robust plans to deliver economic and social development in 
the context of a climate emergency. Given the growing share of people, economic 
activity and emissions concentrated in cities, any such plan needs to have a 
meaningful urban dimension. A comprehensive national strategy, focused on 
compact, connected, clean cities and underpinned by a genuine partnership 
between national and local governments, could eradicate poverty, reduce 
inequality and avoid climate catastrophe. Such a strategy should be grounded 
in a shared vision for the future of cities, and their links to country-wide 
development. It can inspire every line ministry to approach urban development 
in a considered and purposeful way, de-risk low-carbon investment by providing 
clear signals to private actors, and empower local governments to go farther and 
faster on low-carbon, climate-resilient development.
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PLACE CITIES AT THE
HEART OF A NATIONAL
STRATEGY TO DELIVER
SHARED PROSPERITY

WHILE REACHING
NET-ZERO EMISSIONS

ALIGN NATIONAL POLICIES 

BEHIND COMPACT, CONNECTED, 

CLEAN CITIES
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FIGURE ES.3. SIX PRIORITIES FOR NATIONAL ACTION  

TO ACHIEVE INCLUSIVE, ZERO-CARBON, RESILIENT CITIES. 
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As of 2018, 45 countries have put a price on carbon, including emerging  
economies such as Chile, China, Colombia, Mexico and South Africa

Align national policies behind compact, connected, clean cities. Key 
measures include removing land use and building regulations that limit higher 
density; reforming energy markets to decarbonise the electricity grid; reaching 
net-zero operating emissions in all buildings with minimal use of carbon offsets; 
decarbonising the electricity grid; banning the sale of fossil fuel-powered 
vehicles; adopting green alternatives to steel and cement; and shifting away from 
building detached housing in established cities. Senior decision-makers in India, 
for example, are suggesting that the sale of fossil fuel-powered passenger cars 
and two-wheelers will be prohibited from 2030.22

Fund and finance sustainable urban infrastructure. Key measures include 
eliminating subsidies for fossil fuels; establishing a carbon price of US$40–80 
per tonne, which should then increase over time; working with local governments 
to establish a pipeline of climate-safe, bankable projects to anchor compact, 
connected, clean urban development; scaling land-based financing instruments 
to fund sustainable urban infrastructure and limit sprawl; and shifting national 
transport budgets from road-building to public and active transport. As of 2018, 
45 countries have put a price on carbon, including emerging economies such as 
Chile, China, Colombia, Mexico and South Africa.23

Coordinate and support local climate action in cities. Key measures include 
passing legislation explicitly clarifying the roles and powers of different tiers 
of government, including measures to enhance own-source revenue options; 
creating integrated land use and transport authorities for cities; strengthening 
local capacities to act on climate change; authorising local governments to 
introduce climate policies and plans that are more ambitious than national 
policies; establishing “regulatory sandboxes” for low-carbon innovations in 
cities; and allocating at least a third of national research and development 
(R&D) budgets to support cities’ climate priorities. Between 2000 and 2018, 
Germany expanded the share of renewable electricity from 6% to over 38%, 
largely through the Renewable Energy Sources Act, which empowered municipal 
authorities and citizen cooperatives.
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Build a multilateral system that fosters inclusive, zero-carbon cities. 
Key measures include scaling up collaborative climate action in cities in the 
Nationally Determined Contributions; requiring all international financial 
institutions to end all fossil fuel financing; ensuring that all international 
development assistance is aligned with national urban strategies that are 
compatible with the Paris Agreement and the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 
Development; establishing an international carbon price floor; and helping city 
governments to access international public finance for low-carbon, climate-
resilient development (with adequate sovereign oversight). Mexico, for example, 
has been systematically recording climate policies and projects by states and 
municipalities, and will use them to enhance national ambition in the next 
round of the climate negotiations.

Proactively plan for a just urban transition. Key measures include 
strengthening tenure security for the urban poor; enhancing climate resilience 
and gender equality by educating all young people; using revenues from fossil 
fuel subsidy reform or carbon taxes to compensate people who bear the costs 
of climate action; supporting local governments to make well-located, serviced 
land available for growing urban populations; supporting community-led 
upgrading of informal settlements; and anticipating, protecting and supporting 
the workforce of the future, including by developing transition plans for fossil 
fuel-based workers and industries. Namibia, for instance, has accommodated 
most of the rapid increase in its urban population by making small plots of 
serviced, competitively priced land available in cities, reducing the heavy health 
and economic burden associated with informal settlement.

 
 
Pursuing zero-carbon, resilient cities in an inclusive 
way will simultaneously raise countries’ living 
standards, tackle inequality and address the 
climate crisis. For national leaders, creating such 
cities would yield short-term political dividends 
and secure long-term national prosperity. It is an 
opportunity not to be missed.
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https://www.circleofblue.org/2018/water-climate/drought/sao-paulo-heading-to-another-dry-spell/
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CITIES ARE ENGINES OF GROWTH, 
INNOVATION AND PROSPERITY. THIS REPORT 
SHOWS HOW THE RIGHT INVESTMENTS CAN 
BUILD SUSTAINABLE AND LIVEABLE CITIES 
AND COMMUNITIES THAT WILL HELP US 
ACHIEVE THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 
GOALS AND THE OBJECTIVES OF THE PARIS 
AGREEMENT. IT IS POSSIBLE AND REALISTIC 
TO REALIZE NET-ZERO URBAN EMISSIONS  
BY 2050. BUT TO GET THERE, WE WILL  
NEED THE FULL ENGAGEMENT OF CITY 
GOVERNMENTS COMBINED WITH NATIONAL 
ACTION AND SUPPORT.

ANTÓNIO GUTERRES 
SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE UNITED NATIONS

THE FULL REPORT IS AVAILABLE AT:
URBANTRANSITIONS.GLOBAL/URBAN-OPPORTUNITY 
 
#URBANOPPORTUNITY




